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we are welcoming recipes and cooking photos from people all over kenya, as well as
people from other parts of africa who may have an insight into the kenyan culture that

will help us share and learn from the culture of clean cooking. over the years, i have
watched as my well-tended collection of these cookbooks has expanded to fill three

bookcases, six shelves of new-to-me chafing dishes and crocks, seven old and vintage
pots, two antique lamps, and a source of dust-proof containers i keep on-hand for my
research. perhaps most unexpected, the collection is, even now, incomplete. kenyans
were among the first africans to migrate to the united states in large numbers. nearly

120,000 kenyans arrived in this country between 1923 and 1965, with several times that
number leaving for uganda in the 1960s and 1970s due to political instability and

persecution in kenya. by the time of my grandmothers late-1940s departure from kenya,
the swaths of mass population resettlement that had taken place in earlier years had left
only a handful of communities still making a living on the land and subsisting off of the
meager resources of the coastal-dwelling kisi, for instance. many emigrants to america

were resettled in small towns in the midwest, and passed on their homeland cooking and
superstitions to american transplants. in other cases, they returned to the land and
adopted a more confessional attitude toward food, revising and modifying their old

recipes for the taste of their present-day audience. something of all this happened in my
mother-in-law, who cooked for herself and her family in the kitchen of her suburban

american home for over 50 years.
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Indigenous people of Kenya like to make fufu and have never stopped in their efforts to
pass on their culture to the next generation. Like Ghana, many of the fufu recipes in my
book are from indigenous Kenyans. My first recipe is a way of making fufu on a griddle.
Serves: 6 Ingredients: 4 kilos farro (oats or wheat) 6 kilos pumpkin or kola nuts (meal or

maize) 1.2 kilos dried beans or pulses 5 eggs 2 kilos groundnut (groundnuts or peanuts) 2
cup sorghum or millet flour 3 tablespoon salt 1/3 cup sugar or palm or corn syrup or

molasses (per 1 cup flour) 2 tablespoon baking powder or baking soda (baking soda or
bicarb) 1/3 cup milk Preparation: Mix all the ingredients together in a blender (or food
processor) until the batter is consistent and fluid. Kefir: Put in 1 cup kefir (or milk) to

every 6 cups of the batter. Griddle: put 1 tablespoon oil (or fat) on a hot griddle over a
medium heat (if using cast iron or steel griddle, add 1 tablespoon flour or water to grease
the iron). Sauce: pour 1 cup of the batter into a pan and put another similar pan over it.

Pour 1 cup kenyan sauce (or tomato sauce or chili sauce) on the batter. remove the
bottom pan and add the other ingredients from the batter. Make sure the batter is not too

hot when you put it on the pan and cook it until brown on the bottom and then turn it
over and cook until brown on the other side. In the nearby village of Kijabe, a green Lake

serves as a landmark to many Kenyans for the tranquility it brings. Lake Kijabe is a
natural pond created over 1000 years ago when the Kilifi valley was being formed. The
area is relatively flat and the Kijabe River flows from the hills to the east and forms the

eastern boundary of the Lake. The vegetation of the Kijabe Valley shows the influence of
the landscape and climate. Distant views on either side of the valley show the hills as a

forested area. On the northern shores of the Lake are grasslands covered with green
scrub, while the eastern sides are dominated by acacia trees and patches of thick bush.
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